Europe's cyber movement
What you should know

From national cybersecurity agencies

Ukraine calls on hacker underground to defend against Russia

HermeticWiper | New Destructive Malware Used In Cyber Attacks on Ukraine

International tensions: strengthening cyber vigilance

CISA and FBI publish advisory to protect organizations from destructive malware used in Ukraine

Maßnahmenempfehlungen des BSI im Hinblick auf die aktuelle Lage in der Ukraine

Misure di protezione delle infrastrutture digitali nazionali dai possibili rischi cyber derivanti dalla situazione ucraina (BL01/220214/CSIRT-ITA)
Páginas web gubernamentales de Ucrania sufren DDoS

Impact of the conflict in Ukraine on the level of cyber threat in Belgium

Actions to take when the cyber threat is heightened

From news outlets

#OpRussia, Anonymous dichiara guerra al Cremlino: siti russi sotto attacco

Cyber threat activity in Ukraine: analysis and resources

2022 Russia-Ukraine war — Cyber group tracker

A ransomware group paid the price for backing Russia